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BIO short 
Flying guitars, screaming girls and a great time. SO WASTED combines all these things into a powerful live performance 
which guarantees the perfect pop-punk party. 
 
 

BIO normal 
Flying guitars, screaming girls and a great time. Everyone who has been to a SO WASTED show knows that these 
things are a fix part of it. The powerful live performance is convincing and the crowd gets entertained by the four pop-
punker’s likeable and humorous manner. In 2016 SO WASTED will be back on stage with their second EP named 
“Parallel Universe”. The first single will be released in March. These new songs are full of joy and add more variety and 
new dynamic into the set. Everyone who gets engaged with SO WASTED will still be feeling the party of his life in his 
bones when he wakes up in the next morning.  
 
 

BIO long 
Since 2011, every show a pop-punk party at its best. Short time after SO WASTED was founded they played their first 
shows. As support act for “Heisskalt” (DE) or “We The Kings” (US) they gathered first live experiences on stage.  During 
the “Pass Out Tour” they carried the pop-punk fever from Switzerland over the border to Germany.  

Several shows where played before the band spent two weeks at the studio to produce a first record. Since fall 2014 
the EP “Gather Up Glamour” is available, the perfect soundtrack for every home party. The following “Gather Up Glamour 
Tour” took them from Germany to Prague and further a wild summer started. The band was part of several festivals one 
of them the “Open Air Gampel” which counts to the biggest ones in Switzerland. The next highlight was not far away. 
During two shows in France, the band played as opening act for “Simple Plan” (CA).   .  

This year SO WASTED will be back on stage with their second EP named “Parallel Universe”.  The first single will be 
released in March. These new songs are full of joy and add more variety and new dynamic into the set. Everyone who 
gets engaged with SO WASTED will still be feeling the party of his life in his bones when he wakes up in the next 
morning.  
 


